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MISSION:
Supporting thoracic and cardiovascular surgeons in research and education.

VISION:
A dynamic and innovative future of continued excellence in thoracic and cardiovascular surgery.

VALUES:
> Global Academic Exchange
> Advancing Patient Care
> Collaboration
> Innovation
> Fostering Leadership
> Trusted Stewardship
A Message from AATS Foundation Leadership

Thanks to the commitment of both individual donors and industry partners, the AATS Foundation continues to build upon its successes. Donors like you are so important to our legacy and our future. Our programs and scholarships are critical to the development of future leaders of the specialty. Your generosity allows us to continue to enhance and expand our global educational initiatives.

2023 marked the 50th anniversary of the AATS Foundation, an organization which started from humble beginnings and is now viewed as the gold standard of thoracic and cardiovascular surgery educational foundations.

Your dedication to our Foundation is truly appreciated and will make a significant impact on the careers of award recipients. We are proud to share the following highlights from 2022 and 2023, which encapsulate the AATS Foundation’s vision of a dynamic and innovative future of continued excellence in thoracic and cardiovascular surgery.

- The past two years have resulted in total fundraising of nearly $4.7M to invest in the next generation of cardiothoracic surgeons.
- The support of meritorious and innovative research proposals and substantial career advancement awards were continued.
- New Honoring Our Mentor Programs were established recognizing Professor Alain Carpentier and Dr. Tirone David.
- The Get Together, Give Together campaign was highlighted at the 102nd and 103rd Annual Meetings and were highly successful bringing in more than $940K in revenue.
- A $60K bequest gift was made to support our mission and programs.
- The Heritage Society was launched to provide an outlet for donors to leave a legacy through planned giving.
- The first cohort of Medical Student Diversity Scholars completed a full year of the program, ultimately increasing the number of underrepresented in medicine medical students planning to participate in cardiothoracic surgery training programs.
- The inaugural Golf Tournament was hosted in Pinehurst, NC, raising more than $360K to support our charitable mission.

As you read this Annual Report, we hope you are honored by the crucial role you played in the Foundation’s many achievements. Thank you for your support.

With Gratitude,

David H. Adams, MD
President, AATS Foundation
99th AATS President

Y. Joseph Woo, MD
Secretary, AATS Foundation
Donor Statistics and Donor Spotlight

Generous donors and partners continue to ensure the success of the AATS Foundation and our goal to support the next generation of thoracic and cardiovascular surgeons. We are proud to highlight these notable accomplishments achieved in 2022 and 2023.

**ALL DONORS:**

- **1,069** Gifts made by
- **768** Total Donors

**MEMBER DONORS:**

- **747** Gifts made by
- **596** Total Donors

The AATS Foundation received a planned gift from the late Dr. Jafar Shah-Mirany in the amount of $60,000. Dr. Shah-Mirany was an AATS member and an immigrant from Iran who built his life and career in the Chicago area. An entrepreneur, as well as a surgeon, he founded the Unified Physicians Network where he served as CEO for a number of years. AATS Foundation thanks Dr. Shah-Mirany and his family, and recognizes the legacy of Dr. Shah-Mirany’s life and career.

The AATS Foundation continued to find new and innovative ways to support the specialty and has raised a significant amount of funds during the past two years.

**TOTAL RAISED:**

$4.7M

As we celebrated being back in person at the 102nd and 103rd Annual Meetings, the Get Together, Give Together campaign provided the opportunity for supporters to give back to honor the specialty. More than $940K of funds were received in support of various Foundation initiatives.
The inaugural AATS Foundation Golf Tournament was held in Pinehurst, North Carolina, in November 2023. This event supported the charitable mission of the organization and provided a wonderful opportunity for fellowship, networking, friendly competition, and fun. Featured activities included a welcome reception, awards dinner, interaction with Robert Trent Jones, Jr., premier golf course architect, and two rounds of golf, including one on the coveted Course No. 2.

Throughout the weekend, achievements were celebrated not just on the course but also through the support that will be shared with future leaders in the field. Funds raised through this event will provide scholarship opportunities that advance the specialty and strengthen the next generation of thoracic and cardiovascular surgeons.

Thank you to the Golf Tournament Sponsors

Keck Medicine of USC
USC Cardiac and Vascular Institute

MEDIQUS
Asset Advisors, Inc.
Results. One client at a time.
The 103rd Annual Meeting in Los Angeles marked the end of an era as Dr. Timothy J. Gardner stepped down from his role as AATS Foundation Secretary, a position he held for five years. Since 1999, Dr. Gardner graciously served in several capacities for both the AATS and the AATS Foundation. From 1999 to 2002, he served as a Councilor, Vice President, then President and was a steadfast member of the AATS Foundation leadership since 2012. Dr. Gardner’s commitment and dedication to the specialty is greatly appreciated and will be recognized for generations to come.

“Dr. Gardner epitomized mentorship in his tireless commitment to the career development of his trainees and faculty. Through his visionary leadership within and decades of service to the AATS, he supported the entire cardiothoracic surgical community and had immeasurable impact on the lives of so many.”

– Y. JOSEPH WOO, MD
AATS Foundation Secretary

“We express deep gratitude to the AATS Foundation and Gardner Surgical Investigator Award for supporting our work on discovering the mechanisms of organ preservation biology and the opportunity to develop therapeutics to enhance donor organ quality. Securing material support and research endorsement from the AATS Foundation was instrumental in gaining favorable reviews from the NIH and being awarded RO1 grants this past year. We highly encourage our colleagues to leverage this crucial funding source to help advance the specialty of cardiothoracic surgery.”

– PAUL C. TANG, MD, PHD
Gardner Surgical Investigator Award Recipient
Heritage Society

AATS Foundation is launching the Heritage Society to recognize AATS members who have included AATS in their will or other estate plans. Inspired by Dr. Shah-Mirany—the inaugural member of the Heritage Society (Page 2)—the AATS Foundation wants to ensure we can recognize and thank planned giving donors today.

Sometimes called “legacy gifts,” planned gifts are a way to support your values long into the future. You could for example include AATS Foundation in your will. You could gift funds from an IRA or other retirement investment. In doing so, you may even be able to provide benefits to your estate and your family above and beyond what an outright gift in your lifetime would provide. For gifts of $250,000 or more, you could name a program at the AATS Foundation, a legacy for the future of cardiothoracic surgery.

If you have already included AATS Foundation in your will or estate plans or if you would like additional information, please contact David Bobbitt at dbobbitt@aats.org.

“The AATS Foundation is fully dependent on donations to fulfill its mission. While annual giving and directed donations to programs such as the Honor Our Mentors programs sustain the Foundation, legacy gifts will greatly enhance the Foundation’s effectiveness. For AATS members who benefitted so greatly throughout our careers, we should seriously consider sharing a part of our financial legacy with the AATS Foundation...I encourage senior AATS leaders and members to give back to the AATS, an organization of our peers from which we have received so much.”

– TIMOTHY J. GARDNER, MD
82nd AATS President
Investing in the AATS Foundation

Your investment in the AATS Foundation, along with those of other generous donors and partners provides individual scholarship and research initiatives to thoracic and cardiovascular surgeons around the world.

We are proud to highlight some notable accomplishments.

“I first wish to express my gratitude to the AATS Foundation for offering me this scholarship and providing the framework and funding for my experience as a Summer Intern. I was fortunate to be awarded this opportunity, which allowed me to be immersed in the practice and culture of cardiothoracic surgery and to grow my clinical and laboratory research skills. It significantly enhanced my medical school experience and set me up for potential success in my clinical rotations and future surgical residency. I am aware of how rare an opportunity this experience was for me as a medical student and am honored that the AATS Foundation has invested in my career at this earliest stage.”

– SCOTT ANDERSON
Summer Intern Scholarship Recipient

“I am very thankful to the AATS Foundation for receiving the Advanced Valve Disease Educational Fellowship at University of Southern California under the mentorship of Dr. Vaughn Starnes. This far exceeded my expectations. Dr. Starnes, his fellow surgeons and team members provided the teaching experience in performing the full spectrum of valvular and aortic interventions. I hope to bring to my country better strategies to treat cardiovascular diseases and help to impact the quality of care in the future. I would highly recommend this fellowship to any surgeon who is interested in advancing their career.”

– RADOSLAW WILIMSKI, MD, PHD
Advanced Valve Disease Educational Fellowship Recipient

“Through the generous support of the F. Griffith Pearson Fellowship from the AATS Foundation, I was able to travel to McGill University and work with Dr. Lorenzo Ferri and his team at Montreal General Hospital to learn endoscopic resection techniques for early-stage esophageal and gastric cancers, and to learn from their patient-derived organoid and cell-based research program for the study of esophageal and gastric cancers. This was an absolutely phenomenal experience that has already had transformative impact on my practice in the six weeks since I have returned to my home institution... I am extraordinarily grateful to the AATS Foundation, Dr. Ferri, and the phenomenal legacy of Dr. Pearson for providing me this opportunity and phenomenal experience.”

– UMA SACHDEVA, MD, PHD
F. Griffith Pearson Fellowship

“My interest in the field has been molded into a deep passion for the field and a desire to learn as much as I can. My surgery core rotation is upcoming, during which I am excited to rotate through the cardiac and thoracic services. I am grateful to my mentors here at Hopkins, our patients which have been so generous in allowing me to learn, and the generosity of the Association and the Scanlan Group. These factors have all aligned to provide an unforgettable experience in CT surgery which I hope will be the foundation of an invigorating future career.”

– BENJAMIN SHOU
Summer Intern Scholarship Recipient
“It has been a great privilege to be the recipient of the Denton A. Cooley Fellowship at the Texas Heart Institute and Baylor University. This fellowship has afforded me the opportunity to both watch master surgeons, and hear of the great nature of a world pioneer and expert surgeon that is Denton A. Cooley.”

– CLAUDEN LOUIS, MD, MPH, MS
Advanced Denton A. Cooley Fellowship Recipient

“The AATS Evarts A. Graham Memorial Traveling Fellowship has given me a once in a lifetime experience to further my education and development in cardiac surgery. I expect that the opportunity to develop skills in robotic mitral valve surgery with my mentor, Dr. Marc Gillinov and his team at the Cleveland Clinic, will transform my career trajectory and my ability to provide the most innovative and high quality care to patients. Along with the world class clinical experience, it has already proved to be an extremely productive fellowship with multiple abstracts and presentations achieved at this year’s Mitral Conclave and innovative research projects. Furthermore, the immersion in a different culture and healthcare system and the associated friendships and connections made with some of the most respected leaders in our profession will undoubtedly be one of the most valuable parts of the fellowship for me.”

– S. MOBY REHMAN, MD
Evarts A. Graham Memorial Traveling Fellowship Recipient

The AATS Foundation’s Honoring Our Cleveland Clinic Mentors program brought together an impressive group of Chief Residents from cardiothoracic residency programs across North America to participate in a full-day leadership course at the Cleveland Clinic.

“The joint CCF-AATS Foundation Leadership program is a unique two-day symposium that covers critical topics focused on successful career planning and academic ascendancy in adult cardiac, thoracic, and congenital cardiac surgery practice. The symposium is designed for senior residents about to enter practice or fellowship, and provides an informal environment to interact with cardiothoracic surgical faculty and peers. It is highly recommended by past attendees and is a Fall highlight!”

– TARA B. KARAMLOU, MD, MSC
Honoring Our Cleveland Clinic Mentors Program Director

A new Honoring Our Mentors program recognizing Professor Alain Carpentier was established, raising more than $1M in its inaugural year. The program provides funding to mentor young surgeon scientists and supports original translational and clinical research in heart valve disease. The program will also support an array of novel educational activities around non-thrombogenic valve surgery.

Professor Carpentier’s contributions to the surgical treatment of valvular heart disease, heart failure therapies, and the academic and scientific approach to cardiac surgical therapies are both seminal and legendary. Professor Carpentier was the consummate teacher, devoting his life to the “true transfer of knowledge”.
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Program Highlight - Global Academic Exchange Programs

**Bogotá, Colombia**
The AATS Foundation, in partnership with Edwards Lifesciences Foundation and La Cardio - Fundación Cardiopental, hosted a two-day live-surgery event in Bogotá, Colombia. During the program, Drs. David Adams, Tirone David, and Marc Moon performed live mitral valve repairs and aortic valve sparing root replacements. Participants from various countries in South America had the opportunity to interact with the masters during surgery and discuss cases one-on-one.

“We learned to see the patient, one patient at a time. This training will be a big impact at my home institution, because we are learning the importance of stratification and protocol of patients.”

– RICARDO JOSÉ PERELLÓ BISONÓ, MD

“This is a dream come true, to be able to learn from the best. As we are learning more about mitral valve and valve repair, these experienced surgeons have given us opportunities to discuss the cases and get better results and more experience to treat these patients.”

– ANDRES PALACIO, MD

“I want to thank the AATS Foundation for this big opportunity, to be able to learn from the biggest rockstars from cardiac surgery.”

– LAURA RIVERA, MD

“It’s been a great experience to have these great cardiovascular leaders among us. To get that one-on-one opportunity, and get a new perspective of cardiac surgery and to apply this knowledge to our day to day to practice is great experience for us. It means a lot to us for them to be openly share their experiences, that is amazing.”

– STEFANIE LUNA, MD

**Buenos Aires, Argentina**
Another global academic exchange program took place in Argentina with AATS faculty visiting Favaloro Foundation, Instituto Cardiovascular, and Austral Hospital. Drs. Anelechi Anyanwu, Vinay Badhwar, Leonard Girardi, and Joseph Woo led wet labs, didactic sessions, discussion of live surgeries, and interaction with heart teams and program attendees.
Program Highlight - Global Academic Exchange Programs

**Shanghai, China**

In December 2023, a hybrid event was held in Shanghai, China. This program included an in-person educational hospital visit with live surgical technique training along with a virtual Cardiovascular Valve Symposium. Geared towards Chinese cardiothoracic surgeons and their heart teams, more than 500 participants took part in this unique program. The experience provided the opportunity to share knowledge and interact with leading experts as they discussed the complex issues involved with heart valve disease. In addition, 40 travel awardees were able to attend the hospital presentation and live surgical demonstrations along with the virtual presentations with the ability to interact and ask questions directly to AATS surgeons.

“As a junior who is entering the world of cardiovascular surgery, this program is absolutely amazing and inspiring, especially when we get to meet the masters of the world in person and understand where we are now, how much effort we should pay to get to that level, and also get to understand what are the directions we should push forward. The Q&A section was also brilliant, since every hospital and individual has his limitations, getting to answer questions and getting feedback will help a lot in our daily work.”

– BRYAN LU, MD

“It is an honor to be invited to this meeting. This conference has taught me a lot of very valuable and complex heart valve surgery and various surgical techniques. It is very difficult to carry out such operations in our hospital with insufficient resources. However, we can introduce and promote such techniques to more patients and invite higher-level hospitals to consult for such operations to better serve patients. Thank you again for the privilege of participating in this meeting.”

– HENG OUYANG

**Chiang Mai, Thailand**

The educational visit to Thailand was a fully in-person program geared towards Thai cardiothoracic surgeons and their heart teams. Chiang Mai University Hospital hosted a two-day live surgery event. During the program, Drs. David Adams, Anelechi Anyanwu, Ismail El-Hamamsy, Puja Kachroo, Anson Lee, Marc Moon, and Joseph Woo reviewed cases, met with patients, performed live mitral valve repairs and Ross procedures, presented lectures, and interacted with all participants.

Prior to the visit in Thailand, four members of the Chiang Mai University heart team participated in a fully immersive week-long visit at Mount Sinai Hospital, training with Dr. Adams, Dr. El-Hamamsy, and other faculty.

“This program has increased my impression of cardiothoracic surgery because the heart team works so hard for patient safety. They identify all risks and prevent them in every unit. The heart team respects patient autonomy and their colleagues, and I have gained experience, skills, and knowledge that I will bring to use in my career and my unit. I want to thank you for giving me the opportunity to visit Mt. Sinai Hospital. This allowed me to gain knowledge and skills in caring for patients after heart surgery. Especially caring for patients after Mitral Valve repair surgery.”

– YAOWALAK THAMNARAK, RN
Program Highlight - Medical Student Diversity Scholarship

Unveiled during the AATS presidency of Dr. Marc R. Moon, the Medical Student Diversity Scholarship supports underrepresented in medicine (URM) medical school students interested in cardiothoracic surgery. One important statement in the AATS Position Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion reads, “We recognize that the recruitment and engagement of surgeons from diverse and emerging groups is imperative for improving the inequalities in the cardiothoracic health of society,” ending with, “Committed to action. Committed to long-term change.”

Efforts to support URM racial and ethnic populations in cardiothoracic surgery have lagged behind efforts to support other underrepresented groups. This program was created to address the unique needs of URM medical students by supporting those interested in cardiothoracic surgery by lessening financial burdens that can impact ultimate career decisions. Providing funding to URM students, who express a strong interest in cardiothoracic surgery and have a demonstrated need for financial support, allows them time to focus on their studies, clinical assignments, board exams, personal and family wellness, and a research project with an assigned mentor.

The initial success and impact of this program has been resounding as highlighted in the various testimonials of recipients.

“The AATS Foundation Medical Student Diversity Scholarship program would be decisive in my journey towards being not only the first female CT surgeon in Puerto Rico, but also the first academic cardiac surgeon mentor for those students whose dreams seem too big for an Island kid.”
– NATALIA ROA VIDAL

“Receiving the scholarship was a resounding message that the AATS has a place for underrepresented minority students like me to succeed. I am even more motivated to pursue a career in cardiothoracic surgery.”
– ELORM J. AGRA

“With only 2.4% of physicians in the United States identifying as Latinas, and an even smaller number in the field of cardiothoracic surgery, I am excited to join the field and contribute to the diversity and inclusion efforts so the field may reflect our diversifying patient population.”
– ANGELICA C. MARTIN

“I am so excited that the Diversity Scholarship is accomplishing the exact goal for which it was created. Of the first 10 recipients, nine remain dedicated to our field and have matched into i-6 or general surgery programs with a strong CT commitment. I can think of no more impactful way to pay it forward than to support these outstanding young individuals who represent the changing face of our specialty.”
– MARC R. MOON, MD
Program Founder
Educational and Research Opportunities

The AATS Foundation offers a variety of educational and research opportunities to thoracic and cardiovascular surgeons, trainees, and medical students each year.

MULTI-SPECIALTY

> AATS Foundation/WTS Mid-Career Investigator Award
> Academic Excellence Award
> C. Walton Lillehei Resident Forum
> David J. Sugarbaker Memorial Lectureship
> Evarts A. Graham Memorial Traveling Fellowship
> Japanese Association for Thoracic Surgery Fellowship
  Sponsored by Medtronic
> Medical Student Diversity Scholarship
> Research Scholarship
> Summer Intern Scholarship
  Supported by Scanlan
> Surgical Investigator Program
> Timothy J. Gardner Lectureship
> Valerie Rusch Mentored Career Development Award

ADULT CARDIAC

> Advanced Valve Disease Educational Fellowship
  Sponsored by Medtronic
> Alain Carpentier Honoring Our Mentors Program
  Sponsored by Edwards Lifesciences
> Cardiac Surgical Resident Investigator Award
> Cardiac Surgical Robotics Program
  Sponsored by Intuitive Surgical
> Denton A. Cooley Fellowship
> Every Heartbeat Matters Valve Fellowship
  Sponsored by Edwards Lifesciences Foundation
> Honoring Our Cleveland Clinic Mentors Program
> International Clinical Fellowship in Thoracic Aortic Surgery
> James L. Cox Fellowship in Atrial Fibrillation Surgery
  Sponsored by AtriCure Inc.
> Lawrence H. Cohn Lectureship
> Matthew Gerdisch Fellowship in Arrhythmia Surgery
  Sponsored by AtriCure Inc.
> Sir Magdi Yacoub International Mentored Career Development Award
> Travel Awards for AATS Meetings

THORACIC

> AATS Foundation Equity Award
  Sponsored by AstraZeneca
> David J. Sugarbaker Surgical Resident Investigator Award
> Emerging Thoracic Surgical Oncologist Fellowship
  Sponsored by AstraZeneca
> F. Griffith Pearson Fellowship
> International Clinical Fellowship in Thoracic Surgery
> Jack A. Roth Fellowship in Thoracic Surgical Oncology
> Thoracic Surgical Robotics Fellowship
  Sponsored by Intuitive Surgical

CONGENITAL

> Aldo R. Castañeda Fellowship
> Marc R. de Leval Fellowship

Scan here for an up-to-date list of Foundation programs and eligibility criteria.
Donor Spotlight – Angel Heart International

Dr. Annie Y. Wang, Assistant Clinical Professor at UCLA Department of Internal Medicine and long-time Angel Heart International volunteer, shares information and her experience with the organization in the following donor spotlight. Angel Heart International (AHI) was founded in 2007 in Southern California with a mission to serve children with congenital heart disease in developing countries by providing life-saving surgeries.

The inspiration for AHI’s conception stemmed from personal hardship – Dr. Shouyan Lee, the founder of AHI, had his own daughter born with significant congenital heart disease. In 2008, he wrote, “We anxiously waited outside the operating room and then helplessly wept inside the ICU. At that time, we did not know that this challenge in life would later turn into a blessing to others in need. At the beginning, this was just an idea, a whisper that touched our hearts, an impulse to heal the pain as experienced by ourselves, a sense that giving is more blessed than receiving.”

Run exclusively by volunteers, AHI’s operations spanned multiple provinces in China, including predominantly in Gansu province, which is one of the poorest in China. Most of the children served by AHI lived in the rural regions with their families who eke out livings on the land and livestock; the cost of surgery was oftentimes 10 years’ worth of a family’s income. AHI found these families in need, connected them to our partnered local hospital, and sponsored their surgeries. In more complex cases where the child needed more help than the provincial hospital could provide, AHI connected the child to top cardiothoracic surgeons in major cities such as Beijing or Shanghai—and AHI volunteers traveled with the family to these cities to receive the operation.

AHI’s aim was not just to financially sponsor surgeries as a faceless nonprofit, but for our volunteers to personally support and love these children in every step of their medical journeys—and beyond. Local Chinese volunteers and volunteers from the U.S. traveled to each child’s home for the initial intake, accompanied them to each medical
evaluation, stayed the entirety of their surgeries, and visited them for years after their operations. We got to witness these children grow into adults, start careers, get married—and amazingly, several of these children and their family members later decided to become AHI volunteers, helping other children through the same process they once underwent.

Volunteers in the U.S. were similarly moved. Meeting the children and families changed us, our values, and our perspectives on life. After my first trip to China with AHI, I had written in the AHI newsletter, “I don’t deserve the life that I lead just like these children don’t deserve to be born with CHD. So when I met the children and their families, when I learned of their life stories, I felt misplaced guilt, as if I had taken for myself a life too rich for any one person.” Some volunteers, myself included, were inspired to enter the healthcare field.

AHI is proud of its relationship and collaboration with AATS Foundation. For six years, AHI and AATS had co-sponsored surgeons working with underserved populations in China to attend the AATS Annual Meeting for education and training. These surgeons were able to bring the tools they learned back to serve their local communities.

After nearly 200 patients and a 16-year labor-of-love effort, in 2023, AHI decided to cease operations after the laws and political climate in China made it extremely difficult for foreign non-governmental organizations to continue operations in the country. AHI is proud to donate the entirety of its unused funds to AATS Foundation in order to continue supporting cardiothoracic research and education, specifically in AATS Foundation’s Global Academic Exchange Fund, Every Heartbeat Matters Valve Fellowship, and the Surgical Investigator Program. May we all continue to experience that giving is truly more blessed than receiving!
The AATS Foundation is extremely grateful for the tremendous industry partnerships that help us to achieve our mission of supporting the next generation of thoracic and cardiovascular surgeons.

Current projects supported by partners include:

**AtriCure**
- James L. Cox Fellowship in Atrial Fibrillation Surgery
- Matthew Gerdisch Fellowship in Arrhythmia Surgery

**AstraZeneca**
- AATS Foundation Equity Award
- AATS Foundation/WTS Mid-Career Investigator Award
- Emerging Thoracic Surgical Oncologist Fellowship
- Surgical Investigator Program
- Valerie Rusch Mentored Career Development Award

**Edwards Lifesciences Foundation**
- Annual Meeting Travel Awards
- Every Heartbeat Matters Valve Fellowship
- Global Academic Exchange Programs
- Alain Carpentier Honoring Our Mentors Program

**INTEGRATIVE Foundation**
- Advanced Lobectomy Course
- Cardiac Surgical Robotics Program
- Thoracic Surgical Robotics Fellowship

**INTEGRATIVE Foundation**
- Valerie Rusch Mentored Career Development Award

**Medtronic**
- Advanced Valve Disease Educational Fellowship
- Japanese Association for Thoracic Surgery Fellowship
- Valerie Rusch Mentored Career Development Award
- AATS Foundation/WTS Mid-Career Investigator Award

**MERCK**
- Surgical Investigator Program

**Pfizer**
- Valerie Rusch Mentored Career Development Award

**Scanlan**
- Summer Intern Scholarship
- Valerie Rusch Mentored Career Development Award
The following summary of the AATS Foundation financial report is combined for the years ended December 31, 2022 and December 31, 2023*.

As of December 31, 2023, assets total $13.1 million, and liabilities total $1.2 million.

**Total Operating Revenue** of $4.7 million (see Chart 1), which breaks down as follows:
> Grants and Contributions, General Unrestricted Funds: $958,971
> Grants and Contributions, Restricted Funds: $2,982,059
> AATS In-kind Support: $143,219
> AATS Matching Grant: $445,832
> Golf Tournament Registration: $157,000

**Total Operating Expenditures** amounted to $4.9 million (see Chart 2), which breaks down as follows:
> Program Expenses: $3,734,434
> General and Administrative Expenses: $814,773
> Development Costs: $286,557

**Total Investment Income, Net** amounted to $1.5 million as of December 31, 2023. All investment income is unrestricted.

We ended fiscal year 2023 with unrestricted net assets of $4,667,389 and $6,265,960 in net assets restricted for programs in 2024 and beyond.

The financial position of the AATS Foundation remains strong thanks to the continued generous support of our donors and partners.

Leonard N. Girardi, MD
Treasurer

*Please note, 2023 financial activities are unaudited at time of print*
The AATS Foundation is grateful for donors who have made significant contributions throughout the years. Thank you to the following Lifetime Giving Circle Members*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graham Circle</strong></td>
<td>Yolonda L. Colson, MD, PhD, Aubrey C. Galloway, MD, David R. Jones, MD,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000+</td>
<td>James D. Luketich, MD, Merck, Marc R. Moon, MD, Amit N. Patel, MD,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chris and Jane Petrin and Friends and Family of Ford-Petrin, Hartzell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V. Schaff, MD, Vaughn A. Starnes, MD, Texas Medical Center, Y. Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woo, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pedro J. del Nido, MD, Ismail El-Hamamsy, MD, Raja M. Flores, MD,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kristopher M. George, MD, Leonard N. Girardi, MD, Rosemary F. Kelly,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD, Robert M. Kroslowitz, LivaNova, D. Craig Miller, MD, Harvey I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pass, MD, Pfizer, Christian Pizarro, MD, Jafar Shah-Mirany, MD, Craig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. Smith, MD, Thomas L. Spray, MD, Toronto General Hospital, Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Thoracic Surgery, Facilitated by Shaf Keshavjee, MD and Kazuhiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yasufuku, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sugarbaker Circle</strong></td>
<td>Columbia University, Pediatric Research Fund, Facilitated by Emile A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500,000 - $999,999</td>
<td>Bacha, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James L. Cox, MD, Fred A. Crawford, Jr., MD, Michael N. D’Ambra, MD,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas A. D’Amico, MD, Gilles D. Dreyfus, MD, Khalil Fattouch, MD,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J. William Gaynor, MD, Genprex, Marc W. Gerdisch, MD, Eugene A. Grossi,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD, Robert D. B. Jaquiss, MD, Richard A. Jonas, MD, Keck Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of USC, Facilitated by Vaughn A. Starnes, MD, Christopher J. Knott-Craig,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD, Jay M. Lee, MD, Bernard J. Leininger, MD, Virginia R. Little, MD,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George J. Magovern, Jr., MD, Richard A. Jonas, MD, Medicare, Inc.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniela Molena, MD, Olympus America Inc., Todd K. Rosengart, MD, St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jude Medical, Inc., David J. Sugarbaker, MD, James S. Tweddell, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foundation Circle</strong></td>
<td>Cleveland Clinic, Facilitated by Lars G. Svensson, MD, PhD, Joseph and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250,000 - $499,999</td>
<td>Kelly Coselli, Ethicon, Ethicon China, Oz Lemole Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presidents’ Circle</strong></td>
<td>Vinay Badhwar, MD, Manjit S. Bains, MD, The Children’s Hospital of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 - $249,999</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Facilitated by Thomas L. Spray, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy J. Gardner, MD, Scanlan International, Inc, Seemine International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Company, Lars G. Svensson, MD, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benefactors’ Circle</strong></td>
<td>AtriCure, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000 - $99,999</td>
<td>Baylor College of Medicine, Michael DeBakey, Department of Surgery,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Brinkman, MD, Christopher A. Caldarone, MD, Edward P. Chen, MD,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHI St. Luke’s Health-Baylor, St. Luke’s Med Ctr, Christiana Care,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mentors’ Circle</strong></td>
<td>Abbott, Michael A. Acker, MD, Lishan Aklog, MD, Pavan Atluri, MD, Faisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 - $74,999</td>
<td>G. Bakaen, MD, Baylor College of Medicine, Michael DeBakey, Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Surgery, William Brinkman, MD, Christopher A. Caldarone, MD, Edward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. Chen, MD, CHI St. Luke’s Health-Baylor, St. Luke’s Med Ctr, Christiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Care, Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scholars’ Circle</strong></td>
<td>Abbott, Michael A. Acker, MD, Lishan Aklog, MD, Pavan Atluri, MD, Faisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 - $49,999</td>
<td>G. Bakaen, MD, Baylor College of Medicine, Michael DeBakey, Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Surgery, William Brinkman, MD, Christopher A. Caldarone, MD, Edward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. Chen, MD, CHI St. Luke’s Health-Baylor, St. Luke’s Med Ctr, Christiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Care, Health Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Lifetime Giving through December 31, 2023
2022 Donors and Sponsors

The AATS Foundation appreciates the generosity of the following supporters in 2022:

**$500,000+**
- Edwards Lifesciences Foundation

**$250,000 - $499,999**
- American Association for Thoracic Surgery
  - Facilitated by Todd K. Rosengart, MD
- AstraZeneca
- Intuitive Surgical, Inc.

**$100,000 - $249,999**
- AtriCure, Inc.
  - Edwards Lifesciences
  - Intuitive Foundation
- Medtronic

**$50,000 - $99,999**
- CHMC Cardiovascular Surgical Foundation
  - Facilitated by Pedro J. del Nido, MD
- Marc R. Moon, MD
- Amit N. Patel, MD
- Jafar Shah-Mirany, MD

**$25,000 - $49,999**
- Cleveland Clinic
  - Facilitated by Lars G. Svensson, MD, PhD
- Yolonda L. Colson, MD, PhD
- Ralph J. Damiano, Jr., MD
- Pedro J. del Nido, MD
- Gilles D. Dreyfus, MD
- Lars G. Svensson, MD, PhD

**$10,000 - $24,999**
- Michael A. Acker, MD
- Niv Ad, MD
- David H. Adams, MD
- Gorav Ailawadi, MD
- Anelechi C. Anyanwu, MD
- Pavan Atluri, MD
- Emile A. Bacha, MD
- Vinay Badhwar, MD
- Faisal G. Bakaee, MD
- Manjit Bains, MD
- Leora B. Balsam, MD
- Baylor College of Medicine-Michael DeBakey Department of Surgery
  - Facilitated by Todd K. Rosengart, MD
- Percy Boateng, MD
- Steven F. Bolling, MD
- Michael A. Borger, MD
- Jonathan M. Chen, MD
- W. Randolph Chitwood, Jr., MD
- Columbia University
  - Facilitated by Emil A. Bacha, MD
- Joseph S. Coselli, MD
- Thomas A. D’Amico, MD
- Daniel H. Drake, MD
- Ahmed M. El-Eshmawi, MD
- Ismail El-Hamamsy, MD
- Khalil Fatouch, MD
- Stephanie Fuller, MD
- Aubrey C. Galloway, MD
- James S. Gammie, MD
- Timothy J. Gardner, MD
- Arnar Geirsson, MD
- Leonard N. Girardi, MD
- Eugene A. Grossi, MD
- Sabet W. Hashim, MD
- Robert D. B. Jaquiss, MD
- David R. Jones, MD
- Puja Kachroo, MD
- Rosemary F. Kelly, MD
- Didier Loulmet, MD
- James D. Luketich, MD
- Patrick M. McCarthy, MD
- Stephanie L. Mick, MD
- D. Craig Miller, MD
- Mitral Foundation/MSH Department of Cardiovascular Surgery
  - Facilitated by David H. Adams, MD
- Daniela Molena, MD
- Olympus America Inc.
- Oz Lemole Fund
- Harvey I. Pass, MD
- Harold G. Roberts, Jr., MD

**Todd K. Rosengart, MD**
**Inderpal Sarkaria, MD**
**Scanlan International, Inc.**
**Hartzell V. Schaff, MD**
**Scott C. Silvestry, MD**
**Gilbert Tang, MD**
**Vinod H. Thourani, MD**
**Y. Joseph Woo, MD**

**$5,000 - $9,999**
- Nasser K. Altorki, MD
- David R. Bobbitt, MSc, MBA, and Wayne Chen
- Thomas M. Beaver
- Fred A. Crawford, Jr., MD
- Sitaram M. Emani, MD
- Marc W. Gerdisch, MD
- A. Marc Gillinov, MD
- Michael E. Halkos, MD
- David H. Harpole, Jr., MD
- Mark La Meir, MD
- Virginia R. Little, MD
- M. Blair Marshall, MD
- Yoshifumi Naka, MD
- G. Alexander Patterson, MD
- Ourania Preventza, MD
- Eric E. Roselli, MD
- Brendon M. Stiles, MD
- Toronto General Hospital
  - Division of Thoracic Surgery
  - Facilitated by Shaf Keshavjee, MD
- Garrett L. Walsh, MD

**Up to $4,999**
- Usman Ahmad, MD
- Gabriel S. Aldea, MD
- George Alfieris, MD
- James S. Allan, MD
- Hossein Almassi, MD
- Bahaaadlin Alsoufi, MD
- AmazonSmile
  - Petros V. Anagnostopoulos, MD
- Masaki Anraku, MD
- Jared L. Antevil, MD
- George Arnaoutakis, MD
- Rakesh C. Arora, MD
The AATS Foundation appreciates the generosity of the following supporters in 2023:

**$250,000+**
Joseph and Kelly Coselli
Edwards Lifesciences Foundation

**$100,000 - $249,999**
Edwards Lifesciences
Intuitive Surgical, Inc.
Merck

**$50,000 - $99,999**
AtriCure, Inc.
CHMC Cardiovascular Surgical Foundation at Boston Children’s Hospital
Facilitated by Pedro J. del Nido, MD
Medtronic Inc.
Marc R. Moon, MD
Amit N. Patel, MD

**$25,000 - $49,999**
Cleveland Clinic
Facilitated by Lars G.
Svensson, MD, PhD
Yolonda L. Colson, MD, PhD
Intuitive Foundation
Keck School of Medicine, USC
Facilitated by Vaughn A. Starnes, MD

**$10,000 - $24,999**
David H. Adams, MD
Vinay Badhwar, MD
Manjit Bains, MD
Joanna Chikwe, MD
Columbia University
Facilitated by Emile A. Bacha, MD
Pedro J. del Nido, MD
Anthony L. Estrera, MD
Aubrey C. Galloway, MD
A. Marc Gillinov, MD
Leonard N. Girardi, MD
Robert D. B. Jaquiss, MD
Douglas R. Johnston, MD
David R. Jones, MD
Puja Kachroo, MD

**$5,000 - $9,999**
Rosemary F. Kelly, MD
Julie Kertzman
Facilitated by Tom C. Nguyen, MD
James D. Luketich, MD
MEDIQUIS Asset Advisors Inc.
D. Craig Miller, MD
Olympus America Inc.
Oz Lemole Fund
Matthew A. Romano, MD
Scanlan International, Inc.
Vaughn Starnes, MD
Lars G. Svensson, MD, PhD
Toronto General Hospital, Division of Thoracic Surgery
Facilitated by Kazuhiro Yasufuku, MD
Y. Joseph Woo, MD

**Up to $4,999**
Kevin D. Accola, MD
Niv Ad, MD
Anurag Agarwal, MD
Elorm Agra
Sarah Ahmad, MD
Mohammed Alakabi, MD
James S. Allan, MD
Bahaaldin Alsoufii, MD
AmazonSmile
Petros V. Anagnostopoulos, MD
Luis M. Argote-Greene, MD
Rakesh C. Arora, MD
Tohrui Asai, MD
Erle H. Austin, MD
Carl L. Backer, MD
Faisal G. Bakaeen, MD
Sandhya Balaram, MD
Ko Bando, MD
Richard J. Battafarano, MD
Thomas M. Beaver, MD
Pedro A. Becker, MD
Emre Belli, MD
Jay Bhama, MD
Faiz Y. Bhora, MD
Eugene H. Blackstone, MD
David R. Bobbitt, MD, MBA
and Wayne Chen
Daniel J. Boffa, MD
R. Morton Bolman, MD
Michael E. Bowdish, MD
Scott M. Bradley
William Brinkman, MD
Paul S. Brown, Jr., MD
Parthiv Buch
David A. Bull, MD
Daniel J.P. Burns, MD
Bryan M. Burt, MD
John H. Calhoon, MD
Robert B. Cameron, MD
Peter Carnegie
Andrea J. Carpenter, MD
Laura Casey
Pedro Catarino, MD
Renzo Cecere, MD
DuyKhanh Ceppa, MD
Byung Chul Chang, MD
Ke-Neng Chen, MD
Bum-Koo Cho, MD
Taweesak Chotvatanapong, MD
Neil Christie, MD
Danny Chu, MD
Sertac M. Cicek, MD
George M. Comas, MD
Mark W. Connolly, MD
Hannah Copeland, MD
Gregory S. Couper, MD
Fred A. Crawford, Jr., MD
Michael D. Crittenden, MD
Marcelo Cypel, MD
Leonardo Paim N. da Costa, MD
Luciana Da Fonseca da Silva, MD
Jose Pedro da Silva, MD
Robert Dabal, MD
David A. D’Alessandro, Jr., MD
Thomas A. D’Amico, MD
Hiroshi Date, MD
Ryan R. Davies, MD
Jonathan D’Cunha, MD
Mauro Gomes De Andrade, MD
Marc de Perrot, MD
Abe DeAnda, Jr., MD
Chadrick E. Denlinger, MD
J. Michael DiMaio, MD
Emery C. Douville, MD
Robert D. Dowling, MD
Daniel H. Drake, MD
Cornelius M. Dyke, MD
Michael I. Ebright, MD
2023 Board of Directors

100% of Board Members generously supported the AATS Foundation in 2022 and 2023

**PRESIDENT**
David H. Adams, MD
Mount Sinai Hospital

**VICE PRESIDENT**
Marc R. Moon, MD
Baylor College of Medicine

**SECRETARY**
Y. Joseph Woo, MD
Stanford University

**TREASURER**
Leonard N. Girardi, MD
Weill Cornell Medical Center

**Emile A. Bacha, MD**
Columbia University

**Yolonda L. Colson, MD, PhD**
Massachusetts General Hospital

**Joseph S. Coselli, MD**
Baylor College of Medicine

**Pedro J. del Nido, MD**
Boston Children’s Hospital

**Aubrey C. Galloway, MD**
New York University School of Medicine

**A. Marc Gillinov, MD**
Cleveland Clinic

**Rosemary F. Kelly, MD**
University of Minnesota

**James D. Luketich, MD**
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

**Mehmet C. Oz, MD**
New York-Presbyterian Hospital/Columbia University

**Vaughn A. Starnes, MD**
Keck School of Medicine, USC

2023 Advisory Council

**CHAIR**
Yolonda L. Colson, MD, PhD
Massachusetts General Hospital

**CARDIAC CHAIR**
Michael E. Halkos, MD
Emory University School of Medicine

**THORACIC CHAIR**
Brendon M. Stiles, MD
Montefiore Medical Center

**MEMBERS**
Vinay Badhwar, MD
West Virginia University

Edward Chen, MD
Duke University Medical Center

Jonathan Chen, MD
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Joanna Chikwe, MD
Cedars-Sinai Los Angeles

Jessica Donington, MD
University of Chicago

Sitaram M. Emani, MD
Boston Children’s Hospital

Khalil Fattouch, MD
Maria Eleonora Hospital

Stephanie Fuller, MD
University of Pennsylvania

David H. Harpole, Jr., MD
Duke University Medical Center

Jennifer Lawton, MD
John Hopkins University

M. Blair Marshall, MD
Brigham & Women’s Hospital

Bernard Park, MD
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

Harvey Pass, MD
New York University Medical Center

Amit Patel, MD
University of Miami

Ourania Preventza, MD
University of Virginia

Staff Leadership

David R. Bobbitt, MSc, MBA
Chief Executive Officer

MEMBERS- EMERITUS
W. Randolph Chitwood, Jr., MD
East Carolina University

Fred A. Crawford, Jr., MD
Medical University of South Carolina

22  AATS FOUNDATION 2022 & 2023 ANNUAL REPORT
AATS Graham Foundation founded to serve as philanthropic arm for AATS research initiatives.

A two-year Research Scholarship program was established.

C. Walton Lillehei Forum launched providing residents the opportunity to present original research at the AATS Annual Meeting.

Summer Intern Scholarship established, supporting medical students to work in North American cardiothoracic surgery departments.

AATS Graham Foundation is renamed AATS Foundation to align it more closely with the mission and values of the AATS.

Educational content shared, hands-on workshops conducted, and lectures presented to surgeons treating underserved patients in various locations around the world.

The AATS Foundation looks to build upon its successes and has set multiple priorities for 2024 and beyond.

Promote newly launched initiatives including: Global Academic Exchange Fund, International Clinical Fellowships, and the TSOG fund

Honoring Drs. Tirone E. David and D. Craig Miller with new programs in their names.

The AATS Foundation celebrates 50 years of supporting thoracic and cardiovascular surgeons in research and education.

Our History

1973
AATS Graham Foundation

1985
A two-year Research Scholarship program was established.

1998
C. Walton Lillehei Forum

2007
Summer Intern Scholarship

2012
David J. Sugarbaker, MD begins term as AATS Graham Foundation President.

2014
Surgical Investigator and Honoring Our Mentors Programs established.

2015
Surgical Robotics Fellowship began, offering two-days of robotic surgery didactic lectures and hands-on instruction.

Advanced Valve Disease Fellowship introduced, giving surgeons an opportunity to enhance their heart valve disease training.

Launched the James L. Cox Fellowship in Atrial Fibrillation Surgery which affords young cardiothoracic surgeons the opportunity to improve their AF techniques.

Created Every Heartbeat Matters Valve Fellowship to enhance heart valve knowledge and training for surgeons around the world treating underserved patients.

2017
Honoring Our Mentors Program enhanced its portfolio with the establishment of several additional programs, and the Japanese Association for Thoracic Surgery Fellowship was established.

2018
AATS Graham Foundation is renamed AATS Foundation to align it more closely with the mission and values of the AATS.

Educational content shared, hands-on workshops conducted, and lectures presented to surgeons treating underserved patients in various locations around the world.

The inaugural David J. Sugarbaker Memorial Lectureship was presented at the 99th AATS Annual Meeting to recognize the legacy of this luminary.

Cardiac Surgical Robotics Program was launched offering an advanced mentorship opportunity in robotic surgery for North American surgeons.

2021
The Medical Student Diversity Scholarship, a program to support medical students who are planning to pursue a career in cardiothoracic surgery and are from an underrepresented in medicine population, was unveiled at the 101st Annual Meeting.

2023
50th Anniversary

The AATS Foundation looks to build upon its successes and has set multiple priorities for 2024 and beyond.
Support the AATS Foundation

AATS Foundation programs are made possible by the generous support of donors, leaders, and partners. Visit aatsfoundation.org to learn more or to make your 2024 donation.

Ways to Give

> Direct Gifts
> Stock
> Planned Gifts
> Donated Honoraria
> Tribute/Memorial Gifts

> Start a Program

- Honoring Our Mentors Program:
  Create and fund a program in honor of your mentor.

- Surgical Investigator Program:
  Create and fund a named award to support an investigator.

The AATS Foundation ultimately belongs to the members of the American Association for Thoracic Surgery, along with our donors and partners. Your engagement and support is critical to our on-going success. To all who have given, thank you. Our future depends on each and everyone of us. Please join your colleagues in advancing our shared mission.

Scan or visit aatsfoundation.org to make your 2024 donation now!
Thank you for your dedication to the AATS Foundation.

We are grateful for your support and generosity.
Support the AATS Foundation.

AATS and its members are the history of cardiothoracic surgery, we need all members to donate to support the future of the specialty. Help us reach our full potential by becoming involved today.